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the "New History" has given an impressively realistic account
of the American past. But in imagining that they were dispensing
with heroes and great men to follow the sober course of econo-
mic and social "forces," they were deceiving themselves. They
removed the kings, statesmen, and generals from their niches
and then set up in their pkces the great captains of industry and
finance, and the great thinkers in philosophy and science. The
substitution is undoubtedly an improvement but its implication
is difficult to square with their theory of the historical process
which systematically, underplays the significance of the in-
dividual. The intelligent student often gets the impression from
their work that, for example, "Rockefeller, Gould and Morgan
were the truly great men of the era; if they had only been utilized
in the political field bow different things would ban been!"*
In our own day, this attitude toward the hero and leader
is not merely the unintended by-product of historical education.
In most countries, particularly totalitarian countries, the cult of
the hero and leader is sedulously developed for adults as well as
for children and students. Here again technical advances in
communication, together with the new psychological methods
of inducing belief, make it possible to create mass enthusiasm
and worship of leaders which surpass anything evolved in
Byzantium. Where a Roman emperor was able to erect a statue
of himself, modern dictators can post a million lithographs.
Every medium is exploited by them to contribute to their
build-up. History is rewritten so as to leave no doubt that it was
either the work of heroes, predecessors of the leader, or the
work of villains, prototypes of the leader's enemies. From the
moment the leader comes to power, his activity is publicly
trumpeted as the proximate cause of every positive achievement.
If crops are good, he receives more credit for them than does the
weather. Similarly, the historical situation which preceded his
advent to power is presented as a consequence not of social and
economic causes but of a conspiracy and betrayal by the wicked.
To-day, more than ever before, belief in "the hero" is a
synthetic product. Whoever controls the microphones and
printing presses can make or unmake belief overnight. If
greatness be defined in terms of popular acclaim, as some hasty
writers have suggested, then it may be thrust upon the modern
dictator. But if it is not thrust upon him, he can easily arrange
for it. It would, however, be a serious error to assume that the
1 This quotation is from a student's paper.

